
Dona Jo Releases Stylish
Sportswear Line

 by Rachel Sanzone  —  08/15/2013  in Fashion, Pittsburgh   0

As women, it is important for us to look fashionable in all facets of life. Whether we are

getting drinks with friends – or we are working up a sweat at the gym, we always want to
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wow. Miss Coco Chanel said it best herself, “Everyday is a fashion show and the world is the

runway.” We take that to heart.

Which is why we are excited about Dona Jo Fitwear. Launched in Pittsburgh this summer, it

is a bold and stylish new etiquette. Inspired by the free-spirit of Brazilian culture, the line is

�lled with vibrant prints that are anything but boring. President Ashley Ferraro fell in love

with Brazil at �rst travel and wanted to modify a line to �t American style. Working with

her husband, Ferraro began designing in Brazil to �t American standards of quality. Dona

Jo Fitwear was born.

The line was created to �t sizes 0-12. The 5-way stretch fabric is breathable, color fast and

minimizes the appearance of cellulite. You know what they say, “Fake it ’til you make it!” The

clothing will make you feel like a hottie while you’re working on your body.

The mission is for all women of every age and shape to feel comfortable in their own skin.

She wants woman to break out of their comfort zone when it comes to typical gym

fashion.

Dona Jo is more than a brand; it is the new concept of sportswear. With an array of bold

colors and patterns, women can now look runway ready even when they’re breaking a

sweat at the gym, yoga or going for a run in the park. You’re sure to wow with this line. Are



Rachel Sanzone

I believe when you're pretty on the inside, you're pretty on the outside but you can't beat

that perfect shade of lipstick and eyelashes as big as your dreams.

        

you �t for fashion? 
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